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Although the articles on adamalthus.com represent my personal views on the intersection of 

technology, policy and economics I rarely write about the personal impact of these issues on me. 

That will be unavoidable with this posting. We sit at the inflection point between two eras of 

computing: The distributed machine and application focused model of today and the data driven 

composable service model of the ‘Metaform’ that is now emerging. The profound implications 

of this technical inflection have created a personal and professional inflection point. It’s time to 

embark on a new journey… 

Over the last three years — working at Warner Music Group — I put together and then benefited 

from working with a very talented team of leaders, software engineers, user experience designers 

and process and product managers. This team — along with our rocket scientist development 

partners DataArt — took a blank sheet of paper, a few ideas about a ‘Composable Enterprise’ 

and in a very short time birthed a revolutionary, open source, infrastructure agnostic, application 

and service platform that today runs important production workloads for the company. The com-

bination of composable development model, aggressively agile processes and a purpose 

built software factory platform has already delivered substantial and quantifiable improvements 

in ‘Time-to-Value.’ 

http://adamalathus.com/
http://www.adamalthus.com/blog/2015/01/08/the-metaform-the-platform-of-everything/
http://www.dataart.com/
http://www.adamalthus.com/blog/2013/04/04/the-composable-enterprise/
http://www.adamalthus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/inflection1.jpg


My experience at Warner Music has further reinforced my belief that enterprise software devel-

opment has to evolve in the direction I outlined in the ‘Composable Enterprise’. The speed, 

dynamics of competition and uncertainty in today’s business environment make the old model of 

large scale monolithic application development — with value delivered in huge chunks every 

eighteen months — irrelevant. I can think of few — if any — business, market, service or prod-

uct strategies — that aren’t entirely dependent an effective efficient and agile technology founda-

tion. Without that you’re business will be — at best — irrelevant or dead. 

Over recent months I’ve come to realize that the Metaform will be the true enabler of the Com-

posable Enterprise. A platform that exposes the widest range of business functions and data 

sources through well defined and trusted interfaces will empower the next generation entrepre-

neurs and forward thinking business leaders. New services and businesses themselves will be 

‘composed’ out of the component services and data of other businesses — all made accessible 

and consumable by the Metaform. 

The Metaform will create a market for the component functions and services from which other 

services and businesses can be built or evolved. Particpating in this market will require an level 

of technology agility that today few enterprises possess. The emergence of the Metaform oppor-

tunity creates an yet another unavoidable imperative for enterprise IT to evolve. 

Recognizing the Metaform inflection point reinforced my view that the model we built at Warner 

Music and the set of ideas embodied in the ‘Composable Enterprise’ are likely to become main-

stream. As that happens we will witness a generational shift in the enterprise computing land-

scape and with that, growing demand for the platforms, tooling and processes that enable that 

change. I left Warner Music at the end 2014 to pursue that opportunity. 

For now there are two parts to my new adventure. The newly founded Innovia Strategies firm 

will focus on providing advisory services to leaders looking to solve the ‘Time-to-Value’ prob-

lem. Our goal is to help leaders understand and then develop, business, organizational and tech-

nology strategies to position themselves to take advantage of the Metaform opportunity. 

The second part of the puzzle is called n.flex.n. There’s not much more I can say about this 

project except that “When Time-to-Value really matters, n.flex.n delivers.” Make sure you sign 

up and you’ll be amongst the first to hear about it when we launch. 

I’m pretty confident that a seismic shift in computing model is about to take place that will trans-

form not only enterprise computing but computing as it affects us all. So without the benefit of 

pre-cognition I’m willing to bank on there being opportunity in this tectonic shift. I  have little 

real idea of where this path will eventually take me but I’m ready to enjoy the journey. 
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